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Contents
1) Charge equilibration upper energy-limit formula 

2) Charge and mass equilibration

  >>> the validity is confirmed by three-dimensional TDHF  
calculations with a full Skyrme interaction

  >>> three-dimensional TDHF calculations of charge and 
mass equilibration is discussed, where the TDHF is an 
appropriate method naturally including the shell structure 
and so on.
 
 >>> it is not a sufficient method to investigate the sub-
barrier collisions (tunneling process is hard to be treated). 

3) Orientation effect (latest results, now studying...)

  >>> We keep our eyes on the relation between C.E. and 
Orientation effect.
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3-dimensional TDHF calculations3-dimensional TDHF calculations

Systematic 3-dimensional TDHF calculations with respect to “bombarding 
energy” and “impact parameter” is performed for the following reactions:

208Pb + 238U
208Pb + 132Xe
208Pb + 132Sn
208Pb + 24Mg
208Pb + 24O
208Pb + 4He
-------------
24Mg + 24O
208Pb + 238U

TDHF calculations with SLy4 interaction

Reaction Plane (2D)

Each 2.5fmEach 1MeV/A

This is a large-scale calculation using
  ~  30 CPU with 50GB memory (Cluster-Machine+others)

 As a result, we have been calculated during 1 ~ 3 months 
for each collision.



  



  

Charge equilibration is considered to be empowered by
 
                  

But it has still been open open what is the main driving force of charge 
equilibration.       

  Question 1Question 1

In this presentation, we discuss the main 
driving force of the charge equilibration 
based on the 3-dimensional TDHF 
calculations.

_ Isovector GDR_ Isovector GDR
_ Symmetry energy_ Symmetry energy
_ Diffusion process_ Diffusion process

1) Charge equilibration upper energy-limit1) Charge equilibration upper energy-limit



  

Example ofExample of  208208Pb + Pb + 238238UU



  



  



  



  



  



  

Example ofExample of  208208Pb + Pb + 238238UU



  



  



  

 Reactions Upper energy-limit [Mev/A]
208Pb +  238U                6.0 < E

CE
< 7.0

208Pb +  132Xe                6.0 < E
CE

< 7.0
208Pb +  132Sn                    6.0 < E

CE
< 7.0

208Pb +   24Mg                    2.0 < E
CE

< 3.0
208Pb +   24O                2.0 < E

CE
< 3.0

208Pb +   16O                    1.0 < E
CE

< 2.0
208Pb +    4He                   E

CE
< 1.0

Mass-dependence can be found in this table.
How can we understand it ?

Table 1. Summary of TDHF calculations



  

“Charge Equilibration” upper energy-limit Formula

Based on the Fermi-gas with the droplet model, we propose

This formula agrees quite well with 
TDHF3d calculations

(1)

By comparing the Fermi velocity with the relative velocity ...
If the touching time is large enough for a single nucleon with Fermi velocity to propagate 
throughout the two colliding nuclei, the charge equilibration can take place.

The derivation and the meaning of this formula should be referred to
     AIP conference proceedings “Fusion 08” 



  

“Charge Equilibration” upper energy-limit Formula

(1)

We proposed ...

Based on the Fermi-gas with the droplet model, we propose

Graphical Graphical 
representationrepresentation 

Coulomb and 
symmetry energy is 
taken into account



  

Charge equilibration is considered to be governed by
 
                  

But it has still been open open what is the main driving force of charge 
equilibration.       

Question 1Question 1

_ Isovector GDR_ Isovector GDR
_ Symmetry energy_ Symmetry energy
_ Diffusion process_ Diffusion process

The Fermi energy is essential for determining the upper-energy the upper-energy 
limit(presence or absence)limit(presence or absence), while the symmetry and the Coulomb 
energies are secondary factor for this limit.

The charge equilibration is a rapid process ~ 10-22 sec propagating 
with Fermi velocity (quantum waves in the fermionic system)

The charge equilibration similarly occurs in the collisions involving 
very heavy nuclei, although there exists a large Coulomb repulsion 
leading to the localization of charges.



  

Application of C. E. formula (exotic production)Application of C. E. formula (exotic production)

C. E. Yes

C. E. No



  

2) Charge and mass distribution2) Charge and mass distribution

How can we understand the mass equilibration in the early stage 
of heavy-ion collision ?

 In particular, can we find the relation with charge equilibration ?

Question 2Question 2

Motivation:
To understand the equilibration of both charge and 
mass is the essential for obtaining the aimed final 
fragment nucleus.

  To clarify the difference between two thingsTo clarify the difference between two things



  

208Pb + 16O

208Pb + 238U

Difference in Charge 
and Mass 

Equilibration

Explicit differenceExplicit difference exist between lighter and heavier reactions  

Lighter case

Heavier case

C. E. Yes

C. E. Yes C. E. No

C. E. No



  

Based on our TDHF calculations (including all other 
sample reactions), the difference between charge and 
mass equilibration might be arising from whether reaction 
includes the heavy nuclei or not.

What is the border to distinguish “heavy” and “light” reactions ?

We focus on the formation of rigid merged system as an 
intermediate state. 

      Yes --- The charge equilibration almost becomes equivalent to the fusion.

       No --- The mass equilibration is sheerly different from “fusion”. 

Abstract idea (submitted to ENAM proceedings)



  

The proposed condition for 
distinguishing “the formation 
of merged system” 

 TDHF calculation shows the 
validity of this condition
(the details are omitted here)

Based on the liquid drop model
We restrict ourselves to the beta-
stable nuclei



  

How can we understand the mass equilibration in the early stage 
of heavy-ion collision ?

 In particular, can we find the relation with charge equilibration ?

Question 2Question 2

Results at Present:Results at Present:

The mass equilibration is similarly occurs to the charge 
equilibration in the lighter nuclear reactions, while it is 
not in the heavier nuclear reactions.

We point out the importance of the formation of merged 
system to understand the charge- mass equilibration 
(whether heavy or light reaction).
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3) Orientation effect (preliminary)3) Orientation effect (preliminary)

Orientation 
dependence



  

The purpose of studying orientation effect ?The purpose of studying orientation effect ?

There exists another degree of freedom (orientation) to fix the initial condition 
compared to the spherical cases.

The relation between charge equilibration and the orientation effect should be 
interesting.

(Private reason) First time comparison of charge equilibration obtained by 
TDHF3d to experimental results.

The importance of orientation effect has been already discussed.



  

Nishio et. al. PRC (2008)

Energy dependence

Energy dependence is very interesting, 
but it is so low compared to the upper 
energy-limit of charge equilibration

Twin peak

Single peak

2.6 MeV/A + (238+30) 
= 697 MeV

C.E upper-limit



  

238 U  + 30 Si
Orientation Effect

Although there should be many interesting Physics included in the orientation 
effect, we keep our eyes on the charge equilibration upper energy-limit.

We have made a calculations of two types

Case 1 Case 2

Now under calculation

How can it be different owing to the orientation ?

Deformed 
(perpendicular)

Spherical

Deformed 
(horizontal)As the 1st stage of our research,



  

238 U  + 30 Si
Orientation Effect

The charge equilibration upper energy-limit.

We have made a calculations of two types

TDHF3d: 2.0 – 3.0 MeV/A TDHF3d: 2.0 – 3.0 MeV/A

There is no difference between them

2.61 MeV/A (c.m.)  according to the upper-limt formula
700MeV (c.m.)

Case 1 Case 2

Deformed 
(perpendicular)

Spherical



  

The purpose of studying orientation effect ?The purpose of studying orientation effect ?

Our results:

●The upper energy-limit of charge equilibration is not so different 
owing t to the orientation.

→ Because it is so high energy compared with the experimental 
border energy for the single-twin mass-peak transition (most 
energetically orientation-affected energy). 



  

Summary
1) Charge equilibration upper energy-limit formula 

2) Charge and mass equilibration

  >>> Fermi energy is the first essential factor, symmetry 
and Coulomb energies are secondary factor.

  >>> Mass distribution (mass equilibration) is not so 
simply understood (we consider) such as the charge 
equilibration. Indeed, the wide mass distribution in the 
charge equilibrium exists, where we pointed out that  the 
formation of merged system.

3) Orientation effect (still studying) 

  >>> We have a possibility that the upper-limit of charge 
equilibration is not so affected by the orientation.
It will be because the upper-limit energy is not so low as affected 
by the orientation. 
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